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UNFAVORABLE on  SB377 
vince mcavoy baltimore maryland 

 

Dear Lawmakers, 

I  urge UNFavorable report on SB377. 

 

Testimony Interrupted 
I attempted to give Senate testimony on this bill. There was an unfortunate 

circumstance where I wasn’t let out of the Zoom waiting room (though, as you can 

see, I was signed up UNF for the bill). 

So who was allowed in to testify in JPR? Every type of LGBTQP group whose 

deviancy is away from husband/wife, man/woman, bride/groom. This bill is 

MISNAMED according to Department of Legislative standards to slip is what you 

wouldn’t vote for if it was name HONESTLY. 

I wish I’d had a chance to chat about Susan Lee’s bill THEN. 

I expressed similar notions in House Testimony. They attempted to edit my 

testimony there on several HGO bills as well. 

So this is how Maryland Democrats are doing election years in 2022? 

 

Again, I urge not blemishing the state of Maryland’s marriage records any more 

than it already is. I testified against and answered questions by Delegate Dan Cox 

& Jon Cardin in House testimony in detail and giving specifics about how 

Annapolis bills/hearings seem to work.  

(((https://mgahouse.maryland.gov/mga/play/b2f36e76-a1bf-4e60-8dec-
864455577423/?catalog/03e481c7-8a42-4438-a7da-

93ff74bdaa4c&playFrom=2330000&autoStart=true))) 

 I will leave it up to you to describe what it is when people come to your house and 

then demand that you change the way you do things.  Some might call them 

mothers-in-law (joke); some jihadists; some might call them transgender 

jihadists.  As I testified last year and this year, my calculations show that over 

99.8% of Marylanders get and want their marriage license to reflect Bride and 

Groom, Husband and Wife, Man and Woman.  The Delusionals bringing these 

bills – such as SB377 - assert that a miniscule, noisy subset of people in Maryland 

are not subject to biological reality; to tradition; to acting in a manner that is 

sustainable for our children; and not subject to conducting business for the 

betterment of our State, our people, our God. 
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Administrative Inconvenience is no reason for LIES about reality 
 

But here and now I'm asking for an UNFAVORABLE for SB377, where the 

mentally imbalanced express paranoid dread, delusional feelings and complaints 

about administrative process…they want ALL Marylanders to change how 99.8%+ 

of Maryland handles marriage because of “administrative inconveniences”. 
 

For an extremely miniscule portion of Maryland's population, this bill aims to 

codify this fractional subset's issues with biological sex as well as their difficulty 

with the fact of "man and woman, period". 

Page 2 of the bill asks the State to validate numerous outright lies (such as 

Transgender "DeadName" awkwardness). 

Senator Lee’s bill asks to NOT mark the new, delusional document as 

"AMENDED". Then would send this falsified, delusional document to the 

Maryland Department of Health. 
 

Expanded Criminal Activity 
The bill would also expand criminality through identity-theft and transgenders 

disguising their biological sex through state-sanctioned, gender manipulation.  And 

for any other reasonable bill brought by JPR, they would normally have issue with 

Page 1 of the Bill "..SATISFACTORY PROOF THAT A COURT OF COMPETENT 

JURISDICTION, REGARDLESS OF LOCATION..."  From anywhere? Anywhere on 

the planet? 
 

“Marriage” – to these people - is just a game, a scam 
Boiling it down to brass tacks, these people don't honor marriage as a sacrament. 

So if they need to get divorced to get their imaginary names placed on record, well 

they can do that currently in Maryland. Maryland doesn’t even hold them to task 

on the validity of their misuse of THAT process. These people are being allowed to 

falsify documents and now they think falsifying is the way Maryland should 

encode things.  Not “slippery slope” here, lawmakers – the court system is already 

sliding down into delusion. 
 

The ~99.82% of Marylanders should not be inconvenienced and asked to 

perpetuate absolute falsehoods and absolute deviancy through the misuse of our 

court systems.  The court systems don't belong to the clerk or to just this tiny, noisy 

faction who is – by definition – an “other”. 
 

In God’s name, please stand for sanity and objective truth. Thank you. 

humbly 

~vince 


